
 

Study tracks plant pathogens in leafhoppers
from natural areas
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Leafhoppers that are known—or are likely—to transmit phytoplasmas to plants
include, clockwise, from top left, species of the genera Hishimonoides,
Macrosteles, Amplicephalus, Osbornellus and Amplicephalus. The leafhopper on
the lower right, Osbornellus auronitens, was found for the first time to harbor a
phytoplasma strain. Credit: Christopher Dietrich

Phytoplasmas are bacteria that can invade the vascular tissues of plants,
causing many different crop diseases. While most studies of
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phytoplasmas begin by examining plants showing disease symptoms, a
new analysis focuses on the tiny insects that carry the infectious bacteria
from plant to plant. By extracting and testing DNA from archival
leafhopper specimens collected in natural areas, the study identified new
phytoplasma strains and found new associations between leafhoppers
and phytoplasmas known to harm crop plants.

Reported in the journal Biology, the study is the first to look for
phytoplasmas in insects from natural areas, said Illinois Natural History
Survey postdoctoral researcher Valeria Trivellone, who led the research
with INHS State Entomologist Christopher Dietrich. It also is the first to
use a variety of molecular approaches to detect and identify
phytoplasmas in leafhoppers.

"We compared traditional molecular techniques with next-generation
sequencing approaches, and we found that the newer techniques
outperformed the traditional ones," Trivellone said. These methods will
allow researchers to target more regions of the phytoplasma genomes to
get a clearer picture of the different bacterial strains and how they
damage plants, she said.

"One thing that is really novel about this study is that we've focused on
the vectors of disease, on the leafhoppers, and not on the plants,"
Dietrich said. The standard approach of looking for phytoplasmas in
plants is much more labor-intensive, requiring that scientists extract the
DNA from a plant that appears to be diseased and checking for
phytoplasmas, he said.

"But even when you identify the phytoplasma, you don't know what
leafhopper or other vector transmitted it to the plant," Dietrich said. "So
researchers must go back out into the field to collect all potential insect
vectors. Then they do transmission experiments, where they let the
leafhoppers feed on an infected plant and then put them on an
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uninfected plant to see if it catches the disease."

  
 

  

Researchers used both traditional and newer genetic sequencing techniques to
look for phytoplasmas in leafhoppers. Credit: Fred Zwicky

Because this research is laborious and slow, "we still don't have a good
idea of which insects are spreading most phytoplasmas between plants,"
Dietrich said. "That really limits your ability to set up an effective
management strategy."

For the new study, the researchers turned to leafhopper specimens in the
INHS insect collection. Dietrich had collected many of these insects over
a period of 25 years as part of his work classifying their genetic
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relatedness and evolution. The researchers examined 407 leafhopper
species collected around the world in areas less disturbed by human
development. The specimens came from North and South America,
Africa, Europe, Asia and Australia.

The team extracted total DNA from the specimens and processed each
one, using both traditional and newer sequencing approaches. The latter
are less costly and more informative than traditional methods, the
researchers report. Of the insects sampled, 41 tested positive for
phytoplasmas, and the researchers obtained usable phytoplasma
sequence data from 23 leafhoppers. The phytoplasmas included those
that cause a disease known as aster yellows, which inhibits
photosynthesis and reduces the productivity of several different crop
plants. These phytoplasmas were found in several new species of
leafhoppers never before identified as vectors of the disease.

"These leafhoppers may transmit the phytoplasmas to wild plants in
natural areas," Trivellone said.

The study found phytoplasmas in regions of the world where such
diseases had not been reported and identified several new strains of
bacteria. It also found previously unreported associations between some
phytoplasmas and species of leafhopper.
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Dietrich examines leafhopper species collected over a period of 25 years and
now in the INHS collection. Credit: Fred Zwicky

Scientists have no tools to target the bacteria in asymptomatic plants to
prevent disease outbreaks, so controlling phytoplasmas involves the use
of pesticides to kill the insect vectors.

"Because the insecticides are only partially specific to the target insects,
they kill a variety of beneficial insects as well, which is not sustainable,"
Trivellone said.

"We're finding that there are lots of new phytoplasmas out there in
nature that nobody's ever seen before," Dietrich said. "They don't cause 
disease symptoms in the native plants they've associated with for maybe
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millions of years. They only start causing disease when they jump to a
new host that has not been exposed to the phytoplasma before."

The new findings parallel those seen in emerging infectious diseases of
humans originating in wildlife, Dietrich said. "This is why we need to
look more broadly across nature and see what's out there."

  More information: Valeria Trivellone et al, Comparison of
Traditional and Next-Generation Approaches for Uncovering
Phytoplasma Diversity, with Discovery of New Groups, Subgroups and
Potential Vectors, Biology (2022). DOI: 10.3390/biology11070977
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